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ABSTRACT

A distance measuring device includes a light emission
portion configured to emit light; a light receiving portion
configured to receive measurement light that is emitted by
the light emission portion and reflected by the measurement
object, the light receiving portion comprising a plurality of
pixels configured to output light reception signals that
depend on the received measurement light; a plurality of
determination portions configured to receive the light recep
tion signals and to determine characteristic values from the
received light reception signals , and an evaluation portion
that is connected to the plurality of determination portions,
the evaluation portion being configured to calculate a dis
tance from the characteristic values determined by the
determination portions. Each of the plurality of determina
tion portions is configured to receive the light reception
signals only from a plurality of non -adjacent pixels .
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DISTANCE MEASURING DEVICE

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001 ] The present invention relates to a distance measur
ing device, and more specifically to a distance measuring

device comprising a light receiving portion having a plural
ity of pixels.

TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

[0002 ] Sensors that tect the dis ance to an object are

known, in which measurement light is incident on a light
reception area constituted by an array of light reception
elements or pixels . The distance detecting resolution of such
a sensor can be increased by increasing the number of light
reception elements . However, if the number of light recep

tion elements is increased , then also a corresponding evalu
ation circuitry for evaluating the signals generated by the
light reception elements needs to be provided. This evalu
ation circuitry becomes larger, the more light reception

elements there are.

[ 0003 ] If an evaluation circuit is provided for each light
receiving element, then the required space becomes large . It
is possible to group several light reception elements together
and provide only one evaluation circuit for each group of
light reception elements, but in this case, the resolution will
decrease . For example, EP 2 708 913 Al shows an opto
electronic sensor comprising a light reception area with an
array of photon avalanche diodes serving as light reception
elements. Adjacent photon avalanche diodes are connected
to a single processing device for processing signals received
from the photon avalanche diodes .
[ 0004] US 2012/0262696 A1 discloses a measuring device
for optically measuring a distance to a target object includ
ing an emitter device for emitting an optical measuring beam
to the target object, a capturing device comprising a detec
tion surface for detecting an optical beam returned by the
target object, and an evaluation device . The detection sur
face has a plurality of pixels, each pixel having at least one
light-sensitive element and each of the plurality of pixels is
connected to the evaluation device . The emitting device and
the capturing device are configured in such a manner that the
optical measurement beam returned by the target object
simultaneously illuminates a plurality of pixels . The evalu
ation device is configured in such a manner that detection
signals of a plurality of pixels are guided to at least one of
the plurality of distance determining devices.
[ 0005 ] It is an object of the present invention to provide a
distance measuring device, in which a high resolution can be
attained while reducing the required space for the evaluation
circuitry.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006 ] According to one aspect of the invention , a dis
measurement object is provided . The distance measuring

tance measuring device for determining a characteristic of a

device comprises :

[0007 ] a light emission portion configured to emit light;
[0008 ] a light receiving portion configured to receive
measurement light that is emitted by the light emission
portion and reflected by a measurementobject, the light
receiving portion comprising a plurality of pixels con
figured to output light reception signals that depend on
the received measurement light ;
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[0009 ] a plurality of determination portions configured
to receive the light reception signals and to determine

characteristic values from the light reception signals ;
[0010 ] an evaluation portion that is connected to the
plurality of determination portions, the evaluation por
tion being configured to calculate a distance from the
characteristic values determined by the determination
portions,

[0011 ] wherein each of the plurality of determination
portions is configured to receive the light reception
signals only from a plurality of non -adjacent pixels .
Non -adjacent pixels can be non -neighboring pixels
having at least one other pixel arranged between them .
In particular, there is no direct path between non
adjacent pixels that does not cross any other pixel

provided between the non - adjacent pixels . Each of the
plurality of determination portions may be configured

to receive the light reception signals from a plurality of
non -adjacent pixels simultaneously . That is to say , each
of the determination portions may be conductively
connected to a plurality of non -adjacent pixels concur
rently , so that it can receive the output from any of
those non -adjacent pixels .
[0012 ] There may be less determination portions than
pixels .In particular, each determination portion is associated
with plurality of pixels. The number of determination por
tions can be reduced as compared to an arrangement in
which every pixel has a determination portion associated
thereto . Thereby, the cost of the distance measuring device
can be reduced . Further the space requirement for the
determination portions can be reduced , in particular leading
to a smaller distance measuring device . Such a reduced
space requirement can also reduce the power dissipation and
the need of a scaled technology .
[0013] In addition , associating only non - adjacent pixels
with a single determination portion can be advantageous
because the distinction between light reception signals from
different pixels is thereby facilitated and the resolution of the
processed signals can be improved .
[0014 ] One pixel may comprise one ormore light receiv
ing elements that are adjacent and the output of which is
input into the same determination portion .More specifically,
each light receiving element may be a single photon ava

lanche diode. The light receiving elements may also be
analog detectors, such as photodiodes , avalanche photo
diodes (APDs) and /or silicon photomultipliers (SIPMs).

[0015 ] Each of the plurality of pixels may have the same
size. If all pixels have the same size , then the layout of the
pixels becomes easier , thus reducing the manufacturing
costs .
[0016 ] According to a further aspect, the plurality of

pixels may be arranged in an array comprising at least one
row ; the pixels of each row may constitute N pixel groups;

the pixels of each pixel groupmay be connected to the same
determination portion ; and the pixels from each pixel group
may be arranged such that N - 1 pixels of other pixel groups
are located between neighboring pixels of the same pixel
group . In other words, the pixels of different pixel groups of

non -adjacent pixels are connected to different determination
portions. With this arrangement, the individual pixels are
connected to corresponding determination portions in a
simple , recurring pattern . It should be noted that the pattern
does not necessarily have to be recurring or periodic , and
may also be a random and /or self-adjusting pattern .
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[0017 ] The array may further comprise a plurality of
columns, wherein the lightreception signals from each pixel
of at least one column of the plurality of columns are
transmitted to different determination portions. In particular,
it is preferable if the light reception signals from each pixel
of each column of the plurality of columns are transmitted
to different determination portions.
[0018 ] The plurality of pixels may be arranged in an array
comprising rows and columns , and each of the four pixels of
two adjacent rows and two adjacent columns may be con
nected to a different determination portion . With this
arrangement, the pixels of any pixel blocks constituted by
four pixels arranged in a 2x2 arrangement are connected to
a different determination portion . This increases the mea
surement accuracy of the distance measuring device .
[0019 ] The pixels are preferably connected directly to the
determination portions. That is, in this arrangement, no
switches and in particular no multiplexer is needed between
the pixels and the determination portions. This simplifies the
control of the distance measuring device , reduces the manu
facturing costs and improves product reliability .
[0020 ] The distance measuring device may be configured
to measure a distance to the measurement object, a size of
the measurement object, a color of the measurement object,
a reflectivity of the measurement object, an illumination of
the measurement object, and /or a shape of the measurement
object
[ 0021] The distance measuring device may further com
prise pixel output control portions configured to selectively
forward the light reception signal ofeach pixel individually .
More specifically , the pixel output control portions may be
configured to forward the reception signal only of those
pixels that receive measurement light. By blocking the
signals from those pixels that do not receive measurement
light, the signal-to -noise ratio can be increased , thus improv
ing the measurement accuracy.
[0022] The distance measuring device may further com
prise an evaluation portion that is connected to the plurality
of determination portions, the evaluation portion being
configured to calculate a measurement value from the char
acteristic values determined by the determination portions.
[0023 ] The evaluation portion may be configured to detect
a plurality of light reception signals from a plurality of
objects, to determine a shape according to which the objects
are arranged , and /or to determine distances to the respective
objects .
[0024 ] Further possible implementations or alternative
solutions of the invention also encompass combinations
that are not explicitly mentioned herein — of features
described above or below with regard to the embodiments .
The person skilled in the art may also add individual or
isolated aspects and features to the most basic form of the
invention .
[0025 ] Further embodiments , features and advantages of
the present invention will become apparent from the subse
quent description and dependent claims, taken in conjunc
tion with the accompanying drawings, in which :
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0026 ] FIG . 1 shows an example of an optical system with

a distance measuring device according to a first embodi
[0027 ] FIG . 2 shows an example of a light receiving

ment;

portion ;

[0028 ] FIG . 3A shows an example of an emitted light
intensity over time;
[0029 ] FIG . 3B shows an example of a received light
intensity over time;
[0030 ] FIG . 4A shows a first comparative example of the
arrangement of determination portions ;
[0031 ] FIG . 4B shows a second comparative example of
the arrangement of determination portions;
[0032 ] FIG . 5 shows a distance measuring device accord
ing to the second embodiment;
[0033 ] FIG . 6 shows a distance measuring device accord
ing to a third embodiment;
[0034 ] FIGS. 7A - 7D show examples of pixels ; and
[0035 ] FIG . 8 shows a distance measuring device accord
ing to a fourth embodiment .
[0036 ] In the figures, like reference numerals designate

like or functionally equivalent elements , unless otherwise

indicated .

EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION

[0037 ] FIG . 1 shows an example of an optical system 20
including a distance measuring device 1 according to a first
embodiment and a measurement object 2. The distance
measuring device 1 of this embodiment is configured as a
photoelectric sensor and is a distance determination device
for determining the distance to the measurement object 2 ,
which is also called “ object 2” in the following . The distance
of the object 2 from the distance measuring device 1 is a
characteristic of the object 2. The distance measuring device
1 comprises a light emission portion 3 , a light receiving
portion 4 , four determination portions 11, a collimator 6 and
a converging lens 7 .
[0038 ] The light emission portion 3 is a laser source
emitting pulsed light at a predetermined frequency and at a

predetermined intensity . The light emitted by the light

emission portion 3 passes the collimator 6 when exiting the
distance measuring device 1. The collimator 6 forms the
light emitted by the light emission portion 3 into a substan
tially parallel light beam , referred to as emitted light 8

below .

[0039 ] When the emitted light 8 reaches the measurement
object 2 , it is reflected back towards the distance measuring
device 1 by the measurement object 2. The emitted light that
is reflected by themeasurement object 2 formsmeasurement
light 5. In other words, the measurement light 5 is obtained

by reflection of the emitted light 8 at the measurement object
2. The measurement light 5 is converged onto a spot 19 of
the lightreceiving portion 4 by the converging lens 7 located
at the entrance of the distance measuring device 1. The spot

19 is the surface of the light receiving portion 4 that receives

the incident measurement light 5 .

[0040 ] Depending on how far the object 2 is from the
distance measuring device 1, the size of the spot 19 may
vary. This is illustrated in FIG . 2 , which shows an example
of a light receiving portion 4. As shown in FIG . 2, the light
receiving portion 4 comprises a detection region 30 with a
plurality of pixels 10 arranged in an array. The array has
seven columns and seven rows, as an example. The detection

region 30 is the part of the light receiving portion 4 which
can be used to detect incident light, in particular incident

measurement light 5. In the present example, each pixel 10
has a square light receiving surface. It should be noted that,
for illustrative reasons, the pixels are shown to be contigu
ous to each other in FIG . 2 , but they will ordinarily be not
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contiguous to each other, but spaced slightly apart, so that
signal lines or the like may be arranged between adjacent
pixels . Further, in FIG . 2, the pixels 10 are arranged in a
pattern with several rows and columns . However, they may
also be arranged in a different geometry , for example in a
circle, in radial arrangements, in asymmetric arrangements
and the like . The same is also true for the drawings discussed
below .
[0041 ] The determination portions 11 (FIG . 1) respec
tively receive light reception signals LR from different
pixels 10 of the light receiving portion 4. Possible arrange
ments of the determination portions 11 will be described
below with reference to FIGS. 4 , 5 and 6. The light reception
signals LR depend on the received measurement light 5. For
example , the light reception signals LR depend on the
intensity or the amount of the received measurement light 5 .
[0042 ] FIG . 2 shows four light spots 19a - 19d as examples
for the light spot 19 shown in FIG . 1. The substantially
circular light spots 19a -19d differ from one another with
regard to their diameters. Depending on the diameter of the
light spot 19a - 19d , a different number of pixels 10 are
illuminated by the measurement light 5. The diameter of
each light spot 19a - 19d varies, e.g. depending on how far the
object 2 from which the measurement light 5 was received
is located . The smaller the diameter of the light spot 19a
19d , the further away (or the closer, depending on the optical
system ) the object 2 is located from the distance measuring
device 1. In the example of FIG . 2, the light spot 19d is
hence obtained from an object 2 that is closer than an object
2 that creates the light spot 19c and so on . As shown in FIG .
2 , there may also be a shift in the center of the light spots
19a- 19d depending on the distance of the object 2 due to the
parallax effect.
[0043 ] The distance to the object 2 can be determined by
analyzing a time of flight of the measurement light 5. The
time of flight of the measurement light 5 corresponds to the
time it takes for the measurement light 5 to travel from the
distance measuring device 1 to the object 2 and back to the
distance measuring device 1. By measuring a difference in
time between the time at which a certain light pulse was
emitted by the light emission portion 3 and the time at which
this light pulse is received by the light receiving portion 4 ,
the time of flight of the measurement light 5 can be detected .
Examples of such time of flightmeasurements are shown in
FIGS . 3A and 3B .
[0044 ] FIG . 3A shows an example of an intensity of the
light emitted by the light emission portion 3 over time. As
shown in FIG . 3A , the light emission portion 3 emits pulses
of light 8 at regular intervals towards the object 2. That is ,
a light pulse 17 is emitted at times t41, 142 , 143, 144 , tas and
tar ), which are spaced from one another by a fixed time
interval At, during a predetermined timeperiod AT. FIG . 3B
shows the light intensity of the light received by a pixel 10
of the light receiving portion 4 that receives measurement
light 5 as a function of time. The measurement light 5 is
received as pulses 27 separated by the same fixed time
interval At. The pulses 27 of measurement light 5 are
received at times toi, t82, 183, 184, tbs and t86, which are
respectively shifted by a time shift Ad as compared to the
times t41 , 142, +41, t44, 145 and 146. The time shift Ad results
from the time it takes to the light 8 emitted by the light
emission portion 3 to travel to the object 2 and back to the
distance measuring device 1 , plus any other time delays due
for instance by the electronics or cables or other means. The

time shift Ad varies as a function of the distance to the object

2 (time of flight) and can be evaluated to determine the
distance to the object 2. In FIG . 3B , the time shift Ad is not
necessarily depicted in the same scale as the time interval At.

[0045 ] FIGS. 4A and 4B show comparative examples of
the arrangement of the determination portions 11. In the
comparative example of FIG . 4A , sixteen pixels 10 are
shown. Each pixel 10 is connected to a determination
portion 11. Note that in FIG . 4A , only two pixels 10 and one
determination portion 11 are provided with a reference sign ,
however, they may be all identical.
[0046 ] As shown in FIG . 4A , a light spot 19 of received
light covers four pixels 10. The determination portions 11
connected to those four pixels 10 receive a light reception
signal from the pixel 10 connected thereto and evaluates the
light reception signal. In the example of FIG . 4A , each of the
four determination portions 11 generates a signal that is

indicative of a time of flight t -t4, which is an example of a
characteristic value. That is to say, each determination
portion 11 generates a signal that contains information about
the time of flight of a light beam emitted by the distance
measuring device 1 and received by the pixel 10 associated
with that determination portion 11. It should be noted that
this functionality of the determination portions 11 is also the
same in the examples and embodiments explained below .
[0047 ] The signals indicative of the times of flight t? -t4 are
sent to an evaluation portion for processing . For example ,
the evaluation portion may perform a calculation to deter
mine the average time of the four times of flight t?-14.
Alternatively, it may determine a histogram of all obtained
times of flight and determine the distance to the measure
ment object 2 from that histogram . Also other evaluation
processes are possible , in particular when a plurality of light
reception signals LR are received from a plurality of mea
surement objects 2 .
[0048] Providing one determination portion 11 for each

pixel 10 , as in the comparative example of FIG . 4A , is
particularly space demanding and also results in high power
consumption and remarkable potential disturbance and
cross- talk among different portions, as a determination por
tion 11 needs to be arranged next to each pixel 10 .
[0049 ] The arrangement of FIG . 4B comprises sixteen
pixels 10 and four determination portions 11. One determi

nation portion 11 is connected to a group of four pixels 10
and receives light reception signals therefrom . As shown in
FIG . 4B , the light spot 19 covers four pixels 10 of the same
determination portion 11. This determination portion 11
generates a signal that is indicative of the time of flight t?
based on the light reception signals from the four pixels 10
connected thereto . From this time of flight t?, an evaluation
portion can determine the distance to the measurement
object 2
[0050 ] The arrangement of FIG . 4B is less space consum
ing than that of FIG . 4A described above. However, the
spatial resolution of the distance measuring device 1 is
reduced because the arrangement of FIG . 4B does not allow
to distinguish between the four pixels 10 connected to the
same determination portion 11. A greater resolution means
the ability of the distance measuring device 1 to output a
greater number of distinct measurement values within a

given measurement range. When several pixels 10 share a

single determination portion 11 , as it is the case in the layout
of FIG . 4B , the determination portion 11 does not allow to
distinguish between pixels 10 receiving light and pixels 10
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which do not receive any light. The measurement accuracy
of the distance to the measurement object 2 is hence less
accurate when several pixels 10 share one single determi
nation portion 11 .
[0051] As can be seen from the foregoing , there is a

tradeoff between the space needed to provide a large number
of determination portions 11 and the measurement accuracy
that can be obtained with a large number of determination
portions 11.
[0052] The problems encountered with the arrangements
of FIGS. 4A and 4B are overcome with the arrangements
shown in FIGS. 5 , 6 and 8 described below . FIG . 5 shows the
distance measuring device 100 according to a second
embodiment. In FIG . 5 , the distance measuring device 100
comprises a central processing unit (CPU ) 1 for controlling
the distance measuring device 1.
[0053 ] The detection region 31 of the light receiving
portion 4 in FIG . 5 comprises a row of twelve pixels 10
denoted 10 , -10,2. Each pixel 10 ,-1012 outputs a light recep
tion signal LR -LR12 in accordance with the measurement
light 5 it receives .
[0054 ] The pixels 101, 104, 10 , and 1010 are connected to
a determination portion 113 through wiring 16. The light
reception signals LR1, LR4, LR , and LR10 emitted by the
pixels 101, 104, 10 , and 1010 are transmitted to the deter
mination portion 113 for evaluation . The pixels 102, 105, 10 ,
and 1011 are connected to a determination portion 112
through further wiring 16. The light reception signals LR2,
LR5, LR , and LR11 emitted by the pixels 102, 105, 10g and
1011 are transmitted to the determination portion 112 for
evaluation . The pixels 103, 106, 10 , and 1012 are connected
to a determination portion 111 through further wiring 16 .
The light reception signals LR3, LRG, LR , and LR12 emitted
by the pixels 103, 106, 10 , and 10,2 are transmitted to the
determination portion 111 .
[0055 ] The arrangement of the connections of the pixels
10 with the determination portions 111 , 112 and 113 is not
limited to the arrangement described above, but may be
modified as desired . In particular , the arrangement does not
have to be fixed, and it may be self -configuring with
adaptive connections.
1

[0056 ] The determination portions 111-113 each output a
digital value (e.g. 0101010111) which corresponds to the
time of flight of the measurement light 5 .
[0057 ] Note that there may be small differences between
the values output by the determination portions 111-113 due
to the laser pulse width and/or overall time jitter. The
determination portions 111-113 may be realized by time-to
digital converters ( TDCs), for example . Each TDC may be
connected to a plurality of non -adjacent pixels . There may
be a delay between the outputs of the different pixels , and in
that case , the TDC is stopped when it receives the first light
reception signal from one of the pixels connected to it.
[0058 ] The functionality of the pixels 10 and the determi
nation portions 111, 112 and 113 are similar to that in the
comparative example explained above . The present embodi
ment differs from the comparative example explained above
in the way the pixels are connected to the determination
portions. That is to say, every N -th pixel 10 , -1012 of the row
transmits its light reception signal LR -LR12 to the same
determination portion 111-113 . In the example of FIG . 5 , N
is 3 , but N may also be 2 or 4 or greater. Each of the
determination portions 111-113 receives light reception sig
nals LR /-LR12 from a group of four non - adjacent pixels

10 ,-1012. It should be noted that a “ group of non -adjacent
pixels” is a group of pixels comprising at least two pixels
between which there is no direct path that does not cross
anotherpixel. For example , the group ofpixels 102, 103, and
105 and the group of pixels 101, 102, 104, 105 are examples
of groups of non -adjacent pixels , whereas the group of
pixels 10 ,, 102, and 103 is not a group of non -adjacent

pixels .
[0059 ] In the example shown in FIG . 5 , the pixels 10 ), 104,
107, 1010 constitute a first group of pixels that are all
connected to the same determination portion 113. The pixels
of this pixel group are indicated by bold lines in FIG . 5 .
Neighboring pixels of a same pixel group are successive

pixels of a pixel group , which are however non -adjacent
pixels . For example, the pixels 10 , and 104 as well as 104 and
10 , are “ neighboring pixels ” of the first pixel group . How
ever, the pixels 104 and 1010 are not “ neighboring pixels” of
the first pixel group because the pixels 107 of the first pixel
group lies between them . In other words, the neighboring
pixels of each pixel group are not necessarily adjacent to
each other.
[0060 ] In the example shown in FIG . 5 , N = 3 holds, and it
can be seen that there are N - 1 = 2 pixels, namely the pixels
105 and 10
pixels 104 and 107, which are neighboring pixels of the pixel
group including the pixels 10,, 104 and 107, and 100
[0061 ] Each determination portion 111-113 generates and
outputs a signal that is indicative of a distance to the object
2 based on the light reception signals LR -LR12 it receives .
The determination portions 111-113 are connected to an
evaluation portion 13 having the same functionality as
explained with regard to the comparative example above.
That is, the evaluation portion 13 calculates the distance to
the object 2 based on the results (characteristic values , such
as time of flight) from the determination portions 111-113.
More specifically, the evaluation portion 13 subjects the
characteristic values that are output by the determination
portions 111-113 to spatial and /or temporal averaging . The
evaluation portion 13 may be hard - wired (e.g. , as a logic
unit) on the same semiconductor chip , like the determination
portions 11 , but it is also possible to realize the functionality
of the evaluation portion 13 with a CPU or FPGA that
receives the signals that are output by the determination
portions 11 and performs the necessary calculations. The
calculated distance to the object 2 is then displayed on a
display 14 with which the distance measuring device 1 is
provided . Alternatively, it is also possible that the distance to
the object 2 is output to another processing portion , such as
a controller or the like, or used to control another process .
[0062 ] Thus, the determination portions 111-113 of this
embodiment determine characteristic values from the
received light reception signals LR ( in particular from light
reception signals LR received at the same time, i.e. simul
taneously ) and the evaluation portion 13 calculates and
outputs a measurement value from the characteristic values
determined by the determination portions 111-113 . In the
present embodiment, this measurement value is the distance
of the distance measuring device 1 from the measurement
object 2, which is a characteristic of a measurement object.
[0063 ] In the example of FIG . 5 , the light spot 19 covers
the pixels 105 and 106, which are adjacent. Accordingly ,
light reception signals LR , and LR , are sent to the respective
determination portions 112 and 111 for determining the time
of flight and the distance to the object 2 therefrom .
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[0064 ] Providing respectively only one determination por
tion 111-113 for a plurality of pixels 10 , -1012 is advanta
geous in that space can be saved , power dissipation can be
reduced , and signal delays be limited , because fewer deter
mination portions 111-113 need to be arranged within the
distance measuring device 100. This also reduces the costs
for manufacturing the distance measuring device 100. The
arrangement of the determination portions 111-113 of FIG .
5 is thus superior to the arrangement of the determination
portions 11 shown in FIG . 4A . Connecting adjacent pixels
10 , -10,2 to different determination portion 111-113 is
advantageous because the resolution of the distance mea
suring device 100 can thereby be increased , compared to the
case that adjacent pixels 10 are connected to the same
determination portion 11. If adjacent pixels 10 are connected
to the same determination portion 11 , then the determination
portion 11 cannot distinguish between a state in which light
is incident on only one of the adjacent pixels 10 and a state
in which light is incident on two (or more) adjacent pixels
10 , thus lowering the resolution. Thus, with the arrangement
in FIG . 5 , the distance to the object 2 can be determined with
a greater accuracy. The arrangement of the determination
portions 111-113 of FIG . 5 is thus also superior to the
arrangement of the determination portions 11 shown in FIG .
4B .

[0065] In an alternative embodiment, at least one of the
determination portions 111 , 112 , 113 is configured to detect
not just a single light reception signal LR , but several

non -overlapping light reception signals LR . Such a deter
mination portion 111, 112 , 113 is in particular capable of
recording and storing multiple events .
[ 0066 ] In the example of FIG . 5 , the light spot 19 prefer
ably has a size of three pixels 10 or less. In case that the light
spot 19 is larger than the size of three pixels 10, the above
stated advantages still hold if the pattern according to which
several pixels 10 are connected to the respective determi
nation portions 111-113 is chosen carefully.
[0067] FIG . 6 shows a distance measuring device 101
according to a third embodiment. The distance measuring
device 101 according to the third embodiment differs from
the distance measuring device 100 according to the second
embodiment in that its detection region 32 comprises an
array of sixteen pixels 10 , denoted 1041-10 48 and 1081-105B8
the array comprising two rows and eight columns. Every
other pixel 1041, 1043, 1045 and 1047 of the first row of
pixels 10 is connected to a determination portion 115 and

transmits its light reception signal LR 41, LR 43, LR 45 and

LR 47 thereto . The remaining pixels 104A2 , 102A4, 1046 and
1048 of the first row of pixels are connected to a determi
nation portion 114 and transmit their light reception signals

LR 42, LR44, LR 46 and LR48 thereto .

[0068 ] Similarly , every other pixel 1031, 1033, 1035 and
1087 of the second row of pixels 10 is connected to a
determination portion 116 and transmits its light reception
signal LR B1, LR 33, LRss and LR87 thereto . The remaining

pixels 10B2
, , 10 B4 10B6 and 10kg of the second row of pixels
are connected to a determination portion 117 and transmit

their light reception signals LRB2, LR34, LRB6 and LR88
thereto .

[0069 ] Any two adjacent pixels 10 of the detection region
32 are thus connected to different determination portions
114-117 , to which they feed their light reception signals

LR41-LR 48 and LRB1 -LRB8.

[0070 ] The function of the determination portions 114-117
is similar to the function of the determination portions
111-113 described in view of FIG . 5 above . In particular, in
the example of FIG . 6 , the light spot 19 covers the pixels

1045, 1046, 10bs and 1086. Accordingly , these pixels 10 45 ,
1046, 1085 and 1086 send their respective light reception

signals LR45, LR 46, LRB5 and LRB6 to the determination
[0071 ] The arrangement of the determination portions
114-117 is advantageous as compared to the arrangements of
the comparative examples of FIGS. 4A and 4B because it is
either less space consuming or because a high resolution can
be obtained .
[0072 ] In the distance measuring devices 100 and 101 , the
detection regions 31, 32 respectively comprise twelve and
sixteen pixels 10. However, the detection regions 31 , 32
could also be much smaller or larger. For example, the
detection region 31, 32 can comprise four hundred pixels 10
arranged in an array comprising forty columns and ten rows
ofpixels . In such an arrangement, ten rows of pixels 10 , each
portions 114 , 115 , 116 and 117 for evaluation .

row comprising forty pixels, are provided . The rows of
pixels 10 are arranged equidistantly from each other at a
certain distance , in order to allow wiring of the individual
pixels 10 to the determination portions. The four hundred
pixels 10 of such a detection region 31, 32 can for example
be assigned to eighty different detection portions arranged in
the same pattern as the one shown in FIG . 5 , for example
eight for each one of the ten rows.
[0073 ] In this arrangement, the four adjacent pixels of two
adjacent rows and two adjacent columns constitute can be
regarded as one “ pixel block ” of four pixels. For example ,
in FIG . 6 , the pixels 10 A4 , 1045 , 10 B4 and 10Bs constitute one
such pixel block . With the above- described arrangement, the
four pixels of any pixel block are connected to four different

determination portions, so that a high measurement accuracy
can be attained . Similarly, with the above -described arrange
ment, all pixels of the same column of pixels are connected
to different determination portions.
[0074 ] FIGS . 7A - 7D show several examples of pixels
10a - 10d comprising different numbers of light receiving
elements 15a - 15d . In FIG . 7A , the pixel 10a comprises a
single light receiving element 15a. The light receiving
element 15a is formed as a single photon avalanche diode

(SPAD ). In FIG . 7B , the pixel 10b comprises four SPAD
light receiving elements 15b . In the distance measuring
device 1 , 101, the light reception signal LR of the four light
receiving elements 15b of the pixel 10b are all transmitted
to the same determination portion 111-117. In FIG . 7C , the
pixel 10c comprises nine SPAD light receiving elements
150. In the distance measuring device 1, 101, the light

reception signal LR of the nine light receiving elements 15c

of the pixel 10c are all transmitted to the same determination
portion 111-117 . In FIG . 7D , the pixel 10d comprises sixteen
SPAD light receiving elements 15d. In the distance measur
ing device 1 , 100 , 10 ,, the light reception signal LR of the

sixteen light receiving elements 15d of the pixel 10d are all

transmitted to the same determination portion 111-117 .
[0075 ] The pixels 10 of the distance measuring devices 1,

100 and 101 of the first, second and third embodiment can
all be identical and selected e.g. from the pixels 10a - 10d of

FIGS.7A -7D .Alternatively , it is also possible that the pixels

10 of the distance measuring devices 1, 100 and 10 , are not

all identical. In the latter case , the pixels 10 can also be
selected from the pixels 10a- 10d of FIGS. 7A -7D .
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[0076 ] FIG . 8 shows a distance measuring device 102
according to a fourth embodiment. The distance measuring
device 102 according to the fourth embodiment differs from
the distance measuring device 101 according to the third
embodiment in that each pixel 10 has a pixel output control
portion 12 associated thereto . In detail, for each pixel
104.- 1048 and 1031-1088, a pixel output control portion
1241-12 A8 and 1261-1288 is provided that is connected to the
corresponding pixel 1041-1049 and 1081-1088. Thus, there is
a one-to -one correspondence between pixels and output
control portions.
[0077 ] The pixel output control portions 124, -12.4s and

1261-1208 selectively forward the light reception signal LR
of each pixel 10 individually. The pixel output control

portions 12A1-12 48 and 1281-12B8 include a switch , such as
a transistor, which is controlled depending on whether the

corresponding pixel 10 receives measurement light 5 or not.
Thus, each pixel output control portion 12 disables the
output of the corresponding pixel 10 when the light received

by the pixel 10 is only ambient light (i.e. stray light) or noise
and enables the output of the corresponding pixel 10 when
the light received by the pixel 10 is measurement light 5 , i.e.
light emitted by the light emission portion 3 that is reflected
by the object 2. Accordingly, the determination portions
114-117 only receive light reception signals LR from those
pixels 10 that actually receive measurement light 5 , but not
from those that receive only ambient light. Thereby, the
accuracy of the determined distance to the object 2 can be
improved
[ 0078 ] Although the present invention has been described
in accordance with preferred embodiments, it is obvious for
the person skilled in the art thatmodifications are possible
in all embodiments . For example , the number of pixels 10 of
the light receiving element 4 can be increased or reduced .
[0079 ] Moreover, the pattern according to which several
non -adjacent pixels 10 are connected to a single determina
tion portion 111-117 is not limited to those shown in FIGS .
4 , 5 , 6 and 7. This pattern can be modified as desired as long
as adjacent pixels 10 do not send their light reception signals
LR to the same determination portion 111-117 .
[0080 ] Furthermore , in the foregoing embodiments, a plu
rality of determination portions are provided , but it should
be noted that it is possible to provide a single circuit that
performs the above-described functionality of receiving a
plurality of light reception signals and determining charac
teristic values from the light reception signals . In this case,
such a single circuit can also be regarded as a “ plurality of
determination portions” .
LIST OF REFERENCE NUMERALS

[ 0081]
[0082]
[0083 ]
[0084 ]
[0085 ]
[0086 ]
[ 0087]
[ 0088 ]
[0089]
[0090 ]
[0091]
[0092 ]
[0093]
[0094 ]

1 distance measuring device
2 measurement object
3 light emission portion
4 light receiving portion
5 measurement light
6 collimator
7 ( converging ) lens
8 emitted light beam
10 pixel
10 , -1012 pixel
10a - 10d pixel
1041-1048 pixel
108.- 1088 pixel
11 determination portion

[0095 ] 12 pixel output control portion

[0096 ] 1241-1248 pixel output control portion
[0097] 1231-1233 pixel output control portion
[0098 ] 13 evaluation portion
[0099] 14 display

[0100 ] 15 light receiving element
[0101 ] 15a - 15d light receiving element
[0102 ] 16 wiring
[0103 ]
[0104 ]
[0105 ]
[0106 ]
[0107 ]
[0108 ]

[0109 ]
[0110 ]
[0111 ]
[0112 ]
[0113 ]
[0114 ]
[0115 ]
[0116 ]

17 pulse
19 spot
19a - 19d spot
20 optical system
21 CPU
27 pulse

30-32 detection region
100 , 101, 102 distance measuring device
111-117 determination portion
LR light reception signal
LR -LR12 light reception signal
LR41-LR4g light reception signal
LR 31-LR38 light reception signal
14, -tag times
[0117 ] 161-166 times
[0118 ] At time period
[0119 ] Ad time shift
[0120 ] AT predetermined time period
1. A distance measuring device comprising:
a light emission portion configured to emit light;
a light receiving portion configured to receive measure
ment light that is emitted by the light emission portion
and reflected by a measurementobject, the light receiv
ing portion comprising a plurality of pixels configured
to output light reception signals that depend on the
received measurement light;
a plurality of determination portions configured to receive
the light reception signals and to determine character
istic values from the light reception signals ;
an evaluation portion that is connected to the plurality of
determination portions, the evaluation portion being
configured to calculate a distance from the character
istic values determined by the determination portions ,
wherein each of the plurality of determination portions is
configured to receive the light reception signals only
from a plurality of non -adjacent pixels.

2. The distance measuring device according to claim 1,

wherein one pixel comprises one or more light receiving
elements that are adjacent and the output of which is input
into the same determination portion .
3. The distance measuring device according to claim 2,
wherein each light receiving element is a single photon
avalanche diode.
4. The distance measuring device according to claim 1,

wherein each of the plurality of pixels has the same size .
5. The distance measuring device according to claim 1,
wherein the pixels include pixels of different sizes .
6. The distance measuring device according to claim 1,
wherein :
the plurality of pixels is arranged in an array comprising
at least one row ,
the pixels of each row constitute N pixel groups,
the pixels of each pixel group are connected to the same
determination portion , and
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the pixels from each pixel group are arranged such that
N - 1 pixels of other pixel groups are located between
neighboring pixels of the same pixel group.
7. The distance measuring device according to claim 6 ,
wherein the array comprises a plurality of columns, wherein
the light reception signals from each pixel of at least one
column of the plurality of columns are transmitted to dif
ferent determination portions .
8. The distance measuring device according to claim 1 ,
wherein
the plurality of pixels is arranged in an array comprising
rows and columns, and each of the four pixels of two
adjacent rows and two adjacent columns is connected
to a different determination portion .
9. The distance measuring device according to claim 1,
wherein the pixels are connected directly to the plurality of
determination portions .
10. The distance measuring device according to claim 1,
further comprising pixel output control portions configured
to selectively forward the light reception signal of each pixel

individually .
11. The distance measuring device according to claim 10 ,
wherein the pixel output control portions are configured to

forward the reception signal only of those pixels that receive
measurement light.

